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EDUCATION AND SKILLS COMMITTEE 

 
 
Ken Muir  
GTCS 
 
By email 

T3.40 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
EH99 1SP 

Direct Tel: 0131 348 5222 
Fax: 0131 348 5600 

 es.committee@parliament.scot 
  
 12th June 2019 

Dear Mr Muir, 
 
STEM AND EARLY YEARS INQUIRY 

 
As you may be aware the Committee is conducting an inquiry into STEM and early 
years education at present. The Committee agreed at a recent meeting, that it would 
be useful to gain perspective and relevant information from the GTCS on this issue. 
The Committee had some discussion at its meeting on 27th March on the qualification 
requirements for those applying to train as primary teachers, this included considering 
the perspective of the Learned Societies Group and STEMEC who have made 
relevant recommendations in this area. It also included a discussion on the ability to 
obtain certain qualifications, such as highers in specific subjects, whilst in initial 
teacher education courses. I attach the Official Report of the meeting for your 
reference and would welcome any comments or perspectives you may have on the 
discussion. 

 
In addition, I should appreciate details of the following: 

 

• Minimum standards of course content in relation to STEM for those training 
to become primary teachers, and details of any specific course content from 
any institutions where you have recently accredited or renewed accreditation 
for course content. 

• Minimum qualification requirements for different forms of primary teacher 
training course, and ideally details of the outcome of your recent review of 
entry qualifications that I understand was scheduled to conclude around the 
end of last year. 

• Details of any courses you are aware of where student are able to gain a 
qualification in a STEM specialism during the course, or are required to have 
such a qualification at the end of the course as opposed to at the start. 
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Please feel free to add in any further useful context in your response that you consider 
the Committee could usefully be made aware of to inform its inquiry, 

Yours sincerely 

CLARE ADAMSON MSP 
CONVENER 


